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Two questions arise whenever the words ‘science’ and ‘faith’ appear together: ‘Hasn’t science now 
disproved Christianity?’ ‘Aren’t there such contradictions between the two that a person can’t be both 
a scientist and a Christian?’ Certainly, they would have been my questions when, as an emergent 
scientist, I could see nothing of relevance to my daily life in what I endured every Sunday in church-
going. Prompted by little more than loyalty, my church life was a hangover from an earlier period as a 
professional choirboy. Church was a useful point of social contact, but little else. The more I saw of it, 
the greater was the magnetism of the world of science. It seemed to offer a rational alternative to the 
irrationality of one day in seven used in an activity insulated from all that was in the real world.

The final break came when I went to Cambridge as a research student, leaving the city and church of my 
childhood. I had already argued against the Christian claims made by open-air preachers on soap-boxes 
and the like, so the break was inevitable. If, at that time, I had known the popular version of the story of 
Galileo and his fight with the church, culminating with the verdict of his trial in June 1633—’vehemently 
suspected of heresy’—I would have said that as he, the reasonable scientist, was separated from the 
totalitarian regime of a reactionary group defending its vested interests, so I would take his position.

There followed four and a half years of research in the field of fluid mechanics, a time when the awe of 
being surrounded by great men resulted in trying to emulate their philosophy. I didn’t question that they 
would be atheists. Indeed, my so-called agnosticism really was atheism—a life lived without reference 
to God at any point is a life that acts as if God does not exist and that is atheism in practice. Certainly, 
I had no idea that the men whose science I used day by day—Newton, Pascal, Leibnitz, and Boyle, for 
example, and Lord Kelvin, the father of thermodynamics, my own subject—were among a galaxy of 
scientists who had a conviction of God’s existence that resulted in a dedication of their lives to him.

It was towards the end of my time at Cambridge that my next encounter with church came. A visit from 
a church-worker to tell my wife and me about a coming mission coincided with a promise I had made a 
retired clergyman to go to church, which I had begun doing once a month, merely to satisfy him.

The mission was all that I could have done without. I didn’t like the speaker, the songs, or the company, 
so the situation had little promise. However, when the church-worker who had first visited our home 
made a gentle, but unavoidable, challenge to my wife that she could meet God, my earlier sense of 
indignation was replaced by the enquiry of the investigative scientist.

My wife’s prayer ran along these lines: she admitted she was a sinner before God, she believed Jesus 
came to give her new life, he had died on the cross to make this possible and had risen from the dead 
to make it real to her. She asked that she might come to know God through this.
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I was fascinated, realising that before me was the perfect scientific experiment to prove or disprove God’s 
existence. Following an earlier conversation, I had all week been trying, through the normal processes 
of intellectualism, to establish God’s existence or otherwise—the otherwise was preferred! Like so many 
before me, I had failed, but this experiment would bring a different and conclusive result.

My wife and I had been married for some years—I knew her. Her sincerity was beyond dispute. Now, I 
reasoned, if God exists he could not ignore such a prayer; he would come into her life and that would 
make an observable change. Hence, no change and I had my proof, no God—but if there was a change, 
then my atheism needed revision.

Her transformation, for such it was, brought me to the realisation that God was there, even if I’d never 
discovered him. That discovery took place at about 2.30 am the following morning. It was awesome for 
it transcended any analytical scientific appraisal I could make.

I saw a vision—I didn’t believe in visions; I heard a voice—I certainly didn’t believe in voices, and the 
words, ‘The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved’ (Jer 8:20), thundered audibly 
about me. Soon I was converted, beginning a walk with Jesus Christ and discovering that the great divide 
between the Christian faith and scientific knowledge is a mirage promoted by a few noisy people. Truth 
is one; science, seeking for truth, can only ultimately draw the scientist to the reality of the Creator.

The scientist has two great opportunities. The first is to recognise that the remarkable cosmos, a portion 
of whose design he is exploring, or exploiting, has a remarkable Designer behind it. William Paley, an 
eighteenth-century theologian, related design, as he saw it in nature, to the inevitability of a Designer. 
The concept of an unbreakable design/Designer relationship is a powerful one, but it is not infallible. 
Aristotle saw design in the universe he knew and interpreted it in terms of all the heavenly bodies 
circulating the earth in circular orbits dictated by the crystalline spheres in which they were embedded. 
The supernatural element was added through the agency of an obliging team of angels who pushed the 
crystalline spheres around to produce the effect he observed.

For my part, perhaps because of my thermodynamics background, the place of entropy in the scheme 
of things is important. Our understanding of entropy goes back to the development of the steam 
engine and the attempts of Sadi Carnot to understand how to make it work better. He came to the 
staggering conclusion that for a steam engine to produce power, it not only transformed heat into work 
but, necessarily, threw some of the heat away. It was the rejected portion of the heat which became 
unavailable to the process of work generation that represented an increase of entropy—energy lost 
irretrievably to the atmosphere. Historically, that heat loss to the air around us has been radiated out into 
space. Because of the ‘greenhouse’ effect, more is being generated in the atmosphere than can escape, 
resulting in the predictions of global warming that make current news. Such global warming is a vivid 
illustration of the pattern of entropy growth. Much of the work of an engineer, particularly in the field of 
thermal power, is to reduce the heat loss from engines, while being aware that Carnot has shown it can 
never be eliminated.

From the concept of entropy and its application we get the clear understanding that the universe’s 
energy bank is being redistributed in a manner which eventually destroys its usefulness. The picture 
speaks of an end and a beginning for the universe.

There has been much argument about the permanence of the universe we inhabit: Aristotle thought that 
it was ever- lasting and, more recently, Stephen Hawking has published a book which has caught the 
public imagination, in which he suggests an unending cosmos. This point is emphasised by Carl Sagan, 
who uses it to question the existence of a Creator in a foreword to Hawking’s book. But the impermanence 
of the universe is written into astronomical observations from antiquity. Supernova—stars in their death 
throes—are bodies emitting massive amounts of light. Possibly the earliest recorded, which was also 
chronicled by Chinese astronomers, is in the Bayeux Tapestry. But the first entirely reliable observation 
was by Tycho Brahe, the man whose experimental measurements were essential for Kepler to conclude 
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that planetary motion was elliptical, not circular as the Greeks had thought. A supernova is, then, a clear 
indication that somewhere, something is coming to an end.

A further sign of a universe wearing out—entropy taking its toll—is in black holes, singularities in the 
universe that are cul-de-sacs in time and space. If they exist, it is generally thought that they are the final 
result in a process of decay of massive star formations—dead ends, it might be said!

Now, observations like these tell us that there is an inevitable progress in time from order to disorder; that 
is, an increase in entropy, a movement from a beginning to an end. In fact, this becomes a definition of 
time—the concept of entropy increase is, in basic scientific terms, possibly the only statement we have 
of what time is and which way it progresses. Anything that is eternal does not have time as a component. 
So the fact that we have a commodity called time, which only goes in one direction, is a further sign that 
we are going through a time-measurable process which has limits.

Of a beginning, there is also evidence. The echo of a Big Bang, predicted years before it was measured, 
was discovered accidentally: galactic red-shift, a change in the colour of galaxies of stars as we see 
them, akin to the change in sound of a siren on an emergency vehicle as it passes a person, is evidence 
of an initial event, a creation.

There has been much heated argument about a creation and an end to all things and these are central 
in Christian thinking. From my early Christian days, I never doubted these postulates, but it is an 
encouragement to see them confirmed by scientific observation. I don’t necessarily think that the end 
of which the Bible speaks will be coincident with a maximisation of entropy—that would be a pretty 
miserable situation, not the moment of glory that Christians are promised—but I am glad to know the 
scientific confirmation that things cannot go on for ever. Applied in my personal life, it is a remarkable 
spur to do something about it.

It could be concluded that the inevitable increase of entropy has nothing to do with God: we are observing 
inanimate nature doing the thing that nature does. Yet within this chaotic breakdown of order we find 
that there can still be order—wakes shed from ships or aircraft producing beautiful spirals of pattern, 
intricate vortices, and fractal images with their repetitive patterns, provide examples. To me, this is a 
strong indication of the governing hand of a thinking God. Chaos theory represents a new scientific 
discipline. It indicates a growth of disorder from order, big perturbations arising out of small perturbations. 
The so-called ‘butterfly effect’, in which the minute disturbances of a butterfly’s wings could initiate a 
major weather storm on the other side of the world, is based upon the idea that the small atmospheric 
disturbances of the wing result in progressively larger disturbances. While any one element in the chain 
of events follows well known, deterministic laws, the entire process goes beyond anything that can be 
predicted by these laws. The deterministic laws, as we know them, don’t tell the whole story. Applied, 
for example, to the cyclic motion of our solar system we are entirely without any explanation of why its 
clockwork pattern is maintained when it is known to have perturbations. Somehow, the solar system is 
being held together when it should be flying apart. At that point I am bound to say that God is holding it, 
but since he must be purposeful if he is God, then he is doing so for a purpose.

And that brings me to the purpose and to the scientists’s second great opportunity. It is to discover 
that the Designer, God, is an interventionist: he takes a direct active interest both in the scientists’s 
exploration of his science and in the scientist himself. His interventionist nature is seen not just in the 
esoteric things like entropy, chaos and perturbations but, more important, in the way lives are lived. It is 
revolutionary to discover that his active interest is not restricted to those professions we like to identify 
as ‘Christian’—in the church or the field of medicine, for example. It transforms the working life to know 
that God is interested, can be involved and may be glorified through it.

I had been a Christian for some years before it occurred to me that the Lord was interested in my 
working life. Being in the academic world, I found it useful to pray before giving a lecture—although I was 
probably motivated by pure terror! But then I became convinced that God was interested in my scientific 
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research, at that time an investigation into unsteady air-flow effects. The work employedone student, 
one small test facility and £1,000. It didn’t seem worthwhile to bother God with it.

My dedication was to commit the research to the Lord on a daily basis and to discipline myself with 
the conditioned reflex that, whenever a crisis arose—a regular occurrence— I would pray specifically 
about the issue. Now, this was not meant to be a lazy man’s way of doing a day’s work; motivation was 
not reduced, neither was my responsibility which, eventually, was for a large team and programme, 
in academic terms. In fact, since I recognised that my scientific work was part of my life of Christian 
expression, I saw a greater need for my dedication to doing the best job possible: as Galileo put it, to be 
‘lifted up to the ultimate goal of our efforts, that is to the love of the divine artificer’.

Following my dedication, things began to happen in my laboratory which certainly were not in my previous 
experience—I saw the application of faith affecting my scientific life. One example will suffice.

My programme of experimental research included taking measurements of rapidly changing flow fields 
within some rotating machinery. With the advance of electronics and micro-miniaturisation used in today’s 
instruments, such measurements can be made without difficulty. At that time, so far as we knew, no one 
had successfully mastered the technique, so we had to design and develop our own instrumentation.
All electronic and electrical systems generate unwanted signals—a television or radio never reproduces 
precisely the transmitted programme, but adds what is called ‘noise’. It is the same in the electronics 
used in scientific experiments and, for the instrument to be useful, the signal it handles must be very 
much stronger than the noise it generates. We worked happily with a signal that was up to 100 times 
stronger than the unwanted noise, until one day, the noise swamped the signal.

Because of the seriousness of the problem, all other work was stopped until the difficulty was resolved. 
Every available team member was engaged in finding a solution. After two and a half days, we still had 
no solution and the timetable of our programme was being endangered. At this point, I recalled my 
commitment to pray about problems, retired to my office and did so. Returning to the laboratory, I heard 
one of the mechanics, a man we didn’t take much notice of, saying that he had an idea, but to test it 
would require something he would have with him after lunch.

Following the lunch break, I saw him cycling back from his home with a small package in his hand. 
It turned out to be a portable radio which he proceeded to tune to various stations until he found a 
musical programme. We watched, bemused, as we saw the trace on the cathode ray oscilloscope, 
which recorded the noise, faithfully following in form and amplitude the music from the radio. It was 
immediately evident that our system had an unscreened piece of electrical lead which happened to act 
as a tuned aerial to one of the British Broadcasting Corporation stations, a problem that was successfully 
addressed in moments.

Analysing this incident, the cynic may say that I am reporting a coincidence and such a childish 
mistake—for it was—would have been located sooner or later in any case. We would certainly have 
had to resolve the problem eventually or stop our experimental programme, but the fact remains that 
our discovery took place immediately following prayer. The scientist does not deal in coincidences: his 
is the world of mathematical analysis and, in assessing the likelihood of events taking place, of statistics 
and probability. He would enquire what was the probability of discovering the error immediately following 
the prayer and, if prayer was not a contributory feature, he might conclude that there was just as much 
chance of reaching the correct diagnosis at any other time in the two and a half days. In other words, 
the statistical probability of this event occurring as it did, immediately following prayer, was very small. 
In taking his enquiry further, the scientist would want to examine a range of such ‘coincidences’. When 
they are all stacked up, the improbability of such events, linked to prayer, is enormous—unless there is 
a God behind them, answering the prayer.

Every profession has its career structure and most people are interested in moving up their personal 
ladder of achievement. Few refuse the opportunity of promotion.
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During a particularly productive phase of work, I was advised unofficially that my name was being 
forwarded for a position with a measure of recognition and prestige. I didn’t decline! The process took 
about a year to go through the system. References, board meetings and various discussions were part 
of the procedure. Although I was not supposed to know that my name had been put forward, I was kept 
informed of events as they took place. The news was good—I was a happy man. One and a half days 
before the last board meeting to ratify the decision before it was announced to me and the world, I was 
praying when, clearly, I knew that the appointment would be denied me. Within two days, the selection 
board also knew as it made the decision.

In due course, there was an unexpected development—the offer of a similar appointment with another 
organisation. Since the nature of the job would involve a number of changes I wasn’t anxious to make, I 
declined. A couple of months later, while my wife and I were staying with friends, my host’s wife shared 
a word she felt she needed to tell me: ‘Behold, I have opened a door before you which no man shall 
close—and you will pass through it’ (Rev 3:8). Over the next nine months, the same word was repeated 
to me once a month by a series of people, none of whom knew of the existence of any previous reference 
of this type. Eventually, convinced that God was directing me towards the offer I had already refused, I 
made a tentative approach to the originators of the invitation. My discovery was that they had kept the 
appointment open!

The Christian life isn’t all about being successful; rather, it is about being formed by God for his purposes. 
For this, obedience is vital, but it is obedience to his word, not our inclination.

To facilitate negotiations between the US and British governments on exchange of scientific information, 
I was invited to join a small team including senior members of the Scientific Civil Service and a senior 
industrial observer. The four-man team spent some time at a military research establishment in Kentucky 
and the negotiations took place in a series of buildings separated from each other by such large distances 
that we were issued with a car and military driver. The schedule of meetings was very tight.

While being driven from one location to the next during the talks, we encountered a rain storm of 
prodigious proportions. The road quickly flooded and the car was soon driving in deep water. Spray 
entered the engine compartment, flooding the electrical components so that the engine stopped. In 
such circumstances, there is no use in opening the bonnet, since that only lets in more rain and, from 
experience, I knew that we could do no more than hope the heat of the engine would eventually dry out 
the electrical components. Several attempts to restart the engine failed but I had not accounted for the 
driver who, although silent up to this point, was clearly a resourceful person. Gripping the steering wheel 
and addressing the general area of the dashboard, he commanded in a loud voice, ‘In the name of Jesus 
Christ, I command you to go.’

Now, the car was full of scientists who knew that the engine was wet and that it could not go—the 
scientific proof lay in the fact of several failed attempts. When the engine then fired immediately and we 
continued to our destination, the car was full of rather silent scientists trying to work it out!

Perhaps the scientist is at an advantage in the matters of the Christian life: he cannot dismiss things as 
coincidence or ignore what is going on around him, while maintaining his scientific credibility. He is, of 
course, aware that the fact there appears to be an answer to prayer on one occasion does not, of itself, 
prove anything. But when prayer is seen to be efficient in life, he can have confidence in it. In a way, it is 
rather like our understanding of the basic laws of science. They aren’t laws in the sense that they declare 
what is going to happen, prescriptive—as legislation on the statute books of nations—rather, they are 
descriptive, summing up the body of observation made by scientists. But the value of these laws lies not 
in that they comprise a succinct piece of history but that we reckon to rely upon them—and so we use 
them in a predictive sense. The whole of science, technology and industry is geared to this.

Using the example of entropy once more, no one can say that it never could reduce—the relevant law 
has only said that a reduction within a system has never been observed— but, if it should be seen to 
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reduce, then we would have to abandon science as we know it. Meanwhile, the scientist lives by faith 
in the fact of the law’s accuracy.

Similarly, the Christian can have confidence that as God has answered prayer before, he will continue 
so to do—that is his nature and we can have faith in it. But the Christian, scientist or not, doesn’t make 
that statement on the grounds of statistical probability; he does so on the basis that he has the privilege 
of an ongoing relationship with an interventionist God who intervened in life for him through the cross.

Rather than disprove Christianity, science offers the methods of observation and analysis that support 
the claims of the Christian life. That is why it is entirely conceivable for a scientist to be a Christian without 
losing any of his scientific or Christian credibility. In spite of the popular opinion of Galileo, pictured as the 
role model of scientists of the world standing in opposition to the Christian church,

Galileo was a man who prayed, sought to know the mind of God and encouraged others similarly. 
It is when scientific endeavour and the Christian faith came together in Johannes Kepler that, upon 
discovering the ellipticality of planetary orbits to confirm Copernicus’ view of a heliocentric solar system, 
he exclaimed, ‘0 God, I am thinking thy thoughts after thee.’

Reproduced from ‘Real Science, Real Faith’, Ed. RJ Berry, 1995, with kind permission from Monarch Books. 
Further copying is not permitted without permission from Monarch.


